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Comment: Japan, already the world's largest LNG market saw LNG imports
increase by 25 percent from 2010 to 2012. The European
Commission is looking to diversify its energy supplies away
from Russia as part of its Energy Union Package of proposals .
Mexico is importing more natural gas from the United States
than ever before, and these imports are projected to only
increase in the near future. Mexican natural gas consumption
from its industry and electricity generators is on the rise
while its production remains flat. Combined with increased
U.S. natural gas production, this has resulted in U.S.
pipeline exports of natural gas to Mexico doubling between
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2009 and 2013. Mexico's national energy ministry predicts that
U.S. pipeline exports to Mexico will more than double again by
2019. Large U.S. energy resources mean that the United States
may be in a position to assist in this goal. U.S. exports of
natural gas also face a number of regulatory hurdles. Firms
that wished to export natural gas would need to consider
regulations from the Office of Fossil Energy, the Federal
Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC), United States Coast
Guard, the Pipeline and Hazardous Materials Safety
Administration, the Clean Air Act, the Coastal Zone Management
Act, and the Clean Water Act, among others. Any parties
opposed to export can use these regulatory approval
requirements to slow or block the siting of facilities and
thus inhibit export.70 However, regulations do not appear to
be so stringent as to completely prevent exports. As of April
14, 2015 export terminals at Sabine, LA, Hackberry, LA,
Freeport, TX, Corpus Christi, TX, and Cove Point, MD have been
approved by FERC and are under construction. Current policy
could still be changed in a number of ways in order to reduce
the regulatory burden of exports further. For example, export
authorization would be easier for firms to acquire if the
United States signed a free trade agreement with the EU or
passed legislation to permit LNG exports to specific
countries, such as NATO allies. However, even in the absence
of any direct exports, indirect exports could occur via small
LNG export ports .
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